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Preparation for Energy Practice,

Cooling Down and Energy Storage

Just as any type of physical exercise or practice needs a warm-up period to prepare the body for

movement, we need a somewhat structured preparation forWay of Harmony Qigong. We

have to take some time to relax, breathe deeply and begin to align our breathing with very slow

and methodical warm-up movements.

I use the same external warm-up that I have utilized for martial arts practice and tennis

competition for over 40 years but my internal concentration and attitude is completely different.

Circular arm movements, side stretches, hip rotations and squats, knee rotations, back

rotations, shoulder rolls, spinal twists and neck stretches are done slowly while visualizing my

enerry channels and meridians filling slowly with enerry from the top of my head to the tip of

my toes.

Once I feel myself relaxing I know I am ready to start my formal Way of Harmony practice,

yet often in reality an effective warm-up and stretching period brings many of the same energy

creating benefits as the formal movements.

If possible, I think it is important to do a little aerobic exercise before beginning enerry practice.

A short walk/jog on the treadmill or brief period on the recumbent bike does the trick for me.

Cooling down, enerry storage and final stretching are also valuable aspects of the Way of
Harmony. Traditional Qigong stresses the importance of capturing the enerry created from

your daily practice and storing it in the dan tian, the core of power in your body located just

below the navel. This is done by symbolically brushing and tapping the head, shoulders and legs,

and then with both hands held together gathering all energy and focusing on the dan tian power
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center. I also usuallyfinish offwith some of the simpler Qigong movements and add some extra

internal focus on storing enerry and creating harmony and balance to start my day.

I also like to do a variety of slowleg stretches on the floor which are your typical martial arts

stretches combined with a foot massage to open my "enerry gates". Legs out at 45 degree angle

(inner thigh stretch, upper leg, lower leg), legs straight out (hamstring), soles together in front
(inner thigh), one leg out and one behind (laybac$ (quadriceps).I think of creating enerry

circles within my body while deeply breathing.

One great practice that can be used either in

preparation for, or cooling down from, the Way

of Harmony Qigong System is simple

standing meditation. By standing in the

traditional Qigong Embrace ttre Tree

position-we envision creating rootedness like a

tree. Toes like roots dig into the floor or ground.

Visualize stability, balance and security as you

face your day. Even more think of yourself as a

Tree of Life or pillar of power, ereating life and

famrly aroundyou centered on the highest

ideals, sending out power from your roots to the

extended family and communityyou serve.

Though winds may blow this tree will not be

uprooted!
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Discover the Diamond of Love
Form One

Diagrams of the internal and external 4 position foundations like those on the previous page

from the Tong-il Moo-do Manual have always reminded me of diamonds. Some might say

baseball diamonds, but if the diagrams are placed back to back in 3-D fashion they resemble the

structure of a real diamond. The multi-faceted and complex relationships of the four-position

foundation certainly sparkle when done well, like diamonds of love.

Start from the Embrace the Original Nature position similar to Qigong's Embrace ttre

Tree position. The Embrace the Original Nature position asks the practitioner to gather all

the truth, beauty and goodness that is the best part of you and embrace it, lead with it every day.

Allow it to move with you. Hold your original innocence, optimism, idealism, hope, nobility and

desire to excel like a large ball in front of you, a shield against falseness, negativity and

insecurity. The Discover the Diamond of Love form is created to help practitioners,

whatever their belief system may be, to symbolically reach out and touch theloving realitythey

hope to create in their life. Whether acknowledging God, Heaven, a Great Prophet, or just

universal enerS/ with gratitude to start the day, can nourish our purpose for living and will to

love. The very simple movements of the form may also be performed without any intellectual or

spiritual focus, as a meditation to bring alignment of breath, movement and flow of enerry

within the body. This emptiness can allow, as Zen Buddhism teaches, for our original nature to

emerge naturally through the practice of meditation.

The Way of Harmony and the Open Hand of Offering

All Way of Harmony forms recreate the traditional movements associated with the hard

practice of the martial arts and transforms them into a soft, flowing practice of moving

meditation. It replaces the clenched fist and hand which tends to connote fighting, violence and



destroying the opponent, with the soft, offering, reaching, yet more powerful open hand

signifying the seeking to understand and relate to the opponent. The open hand shows

relaxation and freedom but is balanced by a slight tension and readiness to defend if necessary.

It is much more the case in everyday reality that we need to work with those who disagree with

us rather than fighting them. All Way of Harmony forms emphasize the power of the open

palm with strength emanating from the core outward to palms and feet. Breathing, ratherthan

being, short and pronounced at hard punch and kick contact is long, deep, calm and patient

emphasizing the virtues needed to succeed in most dailylife situations.

The Way of Harmony forms also inelude many traditional Qigong movements that have been

created throughout history and are proven ways to energize and strengthen the body, both

internally and externally.

1. Step forward into right front stance position with right low section block with open palm.

Right hand slowly pushes away any obstacles that stand in the way of our living with, and

making real our original nature and the best within us. Inhale with deep abdominal breath as

you step forward and think of pushing away obstacles. Left hand is held low and at the left side

signifiring the protection of and eternal existence of our true love. AII forms contain this opposite

hand held on the opposite side of the aggressive movement signifiiing, that no matter what our

external activity, at the core we continue to securely hold the internal belief in our original

nature and ideals which should guide and direet our actions.
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2. Step forward into left front stance position with

slow left middle punch corkscrew movement and open

palm with deep exhale. Rather than punching think of

touching. Touch the reality of your original nature, highest

ideals and the possibilities for life. Touch the existence of

eners/ all around and within us, and the Source of that

power. Right hand returns to lower protective position

holding and protecting the precious original nature.

Continue follow through beyond picture above and imitate

picture for Number 8 with Ieft punch.

g. Bring the right foot even with the Ieft foot and then

step to the right into a left back stance with slow right

inner forearm block and open palm. Inhale. This is what I

call the Open and Offer position. We aretakingthebest

and most precious part of ourselves and offering it to our world in whatever way we can. Left

hand is held low and to the left side signifying that even as we reach out we protect our

emotional and spiritual resources in a reserve, allowing us to continue no matterwhathappens

as we open ourselves to the wor1d.

4. Step forward with the left foot into a left front stance

with left middle punch with open and soft palm, and corkscrew

motion. Deep abdominal

breathing and exhale. Thinkof

touching and making real your

original nature, ideals and

potential as an individual.

S. Pivot r8o degrees

counterclockwise into a right

back stance with a slowleft

knife hand guardingblock and

open soft palm then deep
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abdominal inhale. I call this the Guard and Protect position, syrnbolically guarding and

protecting our original nature and ideals as we expand our activities in life. Right palm held

lower right side.

6. Step forward with the right foot into a right front stance with a

right middle punch, open and soft palm and corkscrew motion and deep

abdominal breathing exhale. Visualize touching and making real your

original nature, ideals and potential within the family and extended
family relationships.

7. Pivot 9o degrees stepping into

a right front stance position with slow

right low section block with open, soft

palm. The right hand slowlypushes

away obstacles that stand in the way of our expressing our

original nature, ideals and potential in the community and

world. Inhale with deep abdominal breath. Left hand is held

low on left side protecting our reserves ofidealism and hope.

8. Step forward with Ieft foot

into a left front stance with slow

corkscrew motions using left middle punch with soft open palm

representing touching the community and right punch our world.

Exhale slowly during left-right punching movement. Focus on
making our ideals a reality in ttre community and world.
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g. Step back to original start position with feet parallel and shoulders width apart and do

traditional Qigong movement Merging Heaven and Earth . Raise arms straight up to height

of chin with palms down and relaxed deep abdominal inhale. Bring palms backto body at about

chin level during inhale then push down with hands toward ground bending knees and back

straight in a squat position during deep abdominal exhale. I call this motion Pushing Down

to Nourish the Roots as I visualize the highest enerry gathered at the head level being pushed

down to the deepest core of my being, my roots, to nourish and fertilize my Tree of Life. If
physically able try to widen your stance and squat deeply to strengthen your legs.

Return to original position with a

scooping motion of hands I call Scoop and

Store at the Core as I visualize created

enerry being stored at my power point just

belowthe navel. The Chinese call this area the

dan tian, literally meaning heaven.
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On Form Qractice

This Discover the Diamond of Love form is the first of seven in the Way of Harmony

Qigong System. Each form represents a different dimension of human experience and action.

Though they are presented in this book to be practiced in a nice linear, progressive manner in

fact all these dimensions of experience may be occurring in your life simultaneously. It is not

necessary or may not be practical due to time constraints to practice all of the forms in one

session. If an individual is struggling with a specific relationship at work or family relationship

they may choose to focus their attention on Form 2 or 4 to strengthen their resolve and love. If
one is attempting to discern how best to share their gifts and abilities with the world perhaps

Form 3 would be more appropriate to practice and focus on. Forms are meant to serve the

individual needs of practitioners so they maybe done at whatever speed and in any order that

makes sense.

91,0 ltry (PersonafOiamonfof ,toae

The Diamond of Love form is created to allowpractitioners to visualize the accomplishment

of their most precious and unique hopes and dreams, whatever they might be. Over time and in

conjunction with reflection on the great spiritual teachings my practice of this form has come to

focus in three general areas:

1. Capturing ttre Deep Breattr of God- God's breath appears at the very beginning of

the human written tradition in Genesis 2:7 "...ilte Lord God formed the man from the dust of
ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life and man became a living being". It
symbolizes the creative effort of Heaven and emphasizes the important role of the breath in the

practice of re-creating ourselves as sons and daughters of God on a dailybasis. I breathe deeply

at the beginning of this form to initiate this re-creation process in myself and to allow the reality

of God to enter into my life;
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2. Harvestingthe Powerful Spirit and Enerry of God- The Christian message

brought a new and revolutionary message to humanity and asked us to become temples of God.

"Don't you know that you yourselves are God's temple and that God's spirit lives in you?"

r Cor. 3:16. The teachings of Jesus and his life imply the real possibility that we can carry God's

spirit within us and live as substantial sons and daughters of God. I step forward in my form

practice and push aside the obstacles blocking my ability to sense my original identity as a child

of God. I engraft myself, with faith and hope, into the powerful spiritual force of those who have

gone before me and lived lives of true love, purity and goodness. "f am the vine; you are the

branches. If a man remains in me and I in him, he will bear much fruit." John r5:5;

3. Living everyday as a Son of God and representing His love- The best Qigong

teachers emphasize the importance of the daily practice of these ancient exercises to bring

emotional and physical results. The same is true for those involved in the spiritual practice of

seeking God's true love, true life and lineage as children of God. We need the disciplined practice

of reaching out and touching our hoped for reality on a dailybasis to keep the rivers of love

flowing within our spirit, especially in a world that is often not that supportive of such an

identity. The purpose of my practice of Qigong and Way of Harmonp however, is not only to

strengthen and empower myself but is a preparation for a life of service and sacrificial love. In

the Diamond of Love form I symbolically open to others offering my gifts and blessings to

famrly, friends and community. I seek to become a real and substantial not just syrnbolic, true

love partner with God. "Did you ever consider that, in accordance with God's desire, we should

become children of filial piety in the family, loyal citizens in the nation, saints in the world, and

Divine Sons and Daughters before Heaven and Earth." Dr. Sun Myung Moon
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Build a Circle of Hope
FormNumber z

Start from position Embrace the Original Nature. The

Build a Circle of Hope form is about building good

relationships centered on highest ideals and the best

qualities of human beings. Almost everything we

accomplish in life must be done in relationship with others

and not alone. This moving meditation helps give focus to

our enerry and visualize our hopes for work and

relationships during the day. If the goal of the practitioner

is to forget, rather than prepare for the day, the movements

can also be done as slow stretches aligned with deep

breathing and not focused on the meaning of the form but

the flowing motion.

1. Turn the left foot to your left forming a right

back stance and left inner forearm block with soft open

palm, Open and Offer position. Inhale and extrale during

this movement. We open and offer the best of ourselves to

others and enter into relationship.
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2, Step 45 degrees into left front stance and right

middle punch with soft open palm. Visualize reaching

out and touching the person you are having

difficulties relating to at work or in the famrly.

Middle punch at heart level to symbolize a deep and

profound connection in your relationships. Inhale and

exlrale deeply during movement.

B. Step 8o degrees and slowly stretch into right reaching

middle punch with soft palm. Inhale and exhale during

movement. Similar to traditional Look Behind Qigong

movement . Envision energizing the meridians and internal

organs along the right side of the body, from head down to

the heel in the stretch. Look to the left and twist trunk and

think dispel wasteful enerry! Forgive yourself for your

shortcomings. Bring back fingers and wrist as far as possible

in soft palm heel strike to stretch wrist and arm. Repairing

and healing relationships is often more than just a simple

action but takes profound courage and commitment. The

stretch signifies how difficult it can be to make relationships

work. We are vulnerable and almost off-balance in our

movement just as we are when attempting to heal a

relationship.
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4, Step back to original position but immediately turning

right foot to the right forming a right back stance and right

innerforearmblockwith softpalm, Open and Offer
position.

Repeat 3 above, but to5.

the left. This time visualize

reaching out to the most

difficult taskyou need to :>
accomplish during the day and

making it happen.

I
a#

q!'r 6. Repeat 4 except visualize

really stretching toward your goals for

the day and what maybe some ris\y
somewhat off-balance attempts to meet organizational or personal

demands.

Z. Step back to original

position and step straight

ahead into left front stance

and left front low section

block with open palm followed by right middle punch

with open palm. Envision pushing aside obstacles that

keep us from entering into healthy relationships. Express

the willingness to step into relationships, even those that

are hard to initiate or continue. Inhale and exhale during

the movement. As a Town Administrator I usually take

this opportunity to visualize a positive outcome to my
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most difficult relationships with citizens or issues within the community.

8. The next combination of movements represents the complex set of relationships we deal

with each day at the individual, family, extended famrly, work and community levels and our

willingness to face life's multiple challenges with courage and optimism. Step forward into right

front stance, right low section block with open, soft hand again as always left hand held at left

side symbolizing protecting the original nature. Right rising block soft palm. Left hand at left

side. Left middle punch soft palm then right middle punch soft palm . Circle block by starting

with right arm horizontal with palm down at left shoulder and left arm horizontal at waist palm

down. Move right hand up with right knife hand in front of forehead and bring

'J
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down your left hand to cover groin area and swing your arms sideways with circular blocking

motion. End with right rising block soft palm and left palm at waist symbolically protecting

original nature.

g. Extend your left arm and left front snap kick hitting your palm with your left shin. Left

rising block and slow right knife hand strike to temple with palm upwards signiffing

symbolically Hitting the Bull's Eye of the Target we are seeking in our work and

relationships. Inhale and extrale during this movement.

10. Step back to original start position with feet parallel and shoulders width apart and do

traditional Qigong movement Merging Heaven and Earth. Raise arms straight up to height

of chin with palms down and relaxed deep abdominal inhale. Bring palms back to body at about

chin level during inhale then push down with hands toward ground bending knees and back

straight in a squat position during deep abdominal e>rhale. This is Pushing Down to Nourish
ttre Roots movement as I again visualize the highest enerry gathered at the head level being

pushed down to the deepest core of my being, my roots to nourish and fertilize my Tree of Life.

If physically able try to squat deeply to strengthen your legs.
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11. Return to original position with a scooping motion of hands

Scoop and Store at the Core and visualize created energr being

stored at my dan tian power point just below the navel.

33
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Climb the Ladder of Life
Form Number 3

This form emphasizes the concept of growth in our lives. The

natural world exemplifies the process of growth from seed to

harvest and teaches us to have patience in our endeavors.

Almost every task we undertake, or ability we seek to develop,

will not show immediate success and it takes time to bring the

results we hope for. Start in Embrace the Original Nature
position.

1. Step 9o degrees to your left with left foot and assume

a right back stance with slow left knife hand guarding block

soft palm, Guard and Protect position with right hand at

right side protecting original nature, symbolically initiating

ourgrowth journey. Inhale and exhale during this movement.

34
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Step 45 degrees into left front stance with left hand

holding on to original nature and true love and right punch

to face level with soft palm-symbolically touching the

unique talents, gifts and abilities that are part of who we

are, and seeking to identifr the special contributions that

we can make to the world around us.

g. Step 8o degrees

and slowly stretch into right reaching face punch with soft

palm. Inhale and exhale during movement. This is similar to

the traditional Look Behind Qigong movement. Energize

the meridians and internal organs along the right side of the

body down to the heel in the stretch. Look to the left and

twist trunk and think dispel wasteful enerry! Bring back

fingers and wrist as far as possible in soft palm heel strike to

streteh wrist and arm. Let go of personal insecurities. It is

not always so easy for us to see our own uniqueness and

identify what special abilities or gifts we might have that can

be shared. It may take time for this to become clear to us

and this stretch symbolizes our search for how we can best

contribute our value to the world.
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4. Step back to original position but immediately slide

into left back stance with right knife hand guarding block with

soft palm, Guard and Protect position with left hand at left

side protecting the original nature. Symbolically ready to

initiate the next part of our growth journey. Inhale and exhale

during this movement.

S. Repeat Step 3

above except to the left.

Rather than focusing on

identifring individual

uniqueness and abilities think of substantiating them in the

wor1d. How do I utilize my gifts and talents to contribute to

the world and integrate them into my daily activities, work

and play?

6. Repeat Step 4 above except to the left. The stretch

symbolieally representing how difficult it can be to find

opportunities to truly express our deepest self through our

daily activities.
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T. Step back to original position and immediately step

forward with left foot into right back stance and Offering
Position. Similar to Open and Offer stance with left hand in

inner forearm block soft palm position but right hand close to left

with palm up like giving a gift. Our gifts and talents are offered to

the world. Inhale and exhale during this movement.

8. Open both left and right palms on the side of the body

following classic Qigong movement of Crane Opens its Wings

into a position of Total Offering and Vulnerability indicating the risks often taken when we

try to make our ideas a reality in the world. Seldom are our great ideas, talents and abilities

immediately recognized or even considered. There is usually much effort and hard work needed

to go past rejection, ridicule, or non-acceptance to achieve our goals. Step forward with right

front snap kick and slide into a right front stance and let-right middle punch combination with

open palms symbolizing our determination to break through barriers that are keeping us from

truly expressing ourselves and reaching our goals. Inhale and exhale during this movement.
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9. Return to position of Total Offering andVulnerabilitywith Crane Open Its
Wings movement then step forward with left front snap kick into left front stance and right-left

middle punch combination with soft palms signifying another level of challenges to overcome.

1t). Step back to original starting point of form and perform traditional Qigong movement,

Great T'ai Chi Circle or Emperor's Delight, I call The Harvester. Arms are brought up

straight with palms up to as high as you can reach, symbolically harvesting all the ener5/ around

us and the enerry associated with our growth experiences. At the top of our reach flatten out

palms capturing the energz and bringing it down through our entire body and then Pushing
Down to Nourish Roots into squatting position. Our growth e>iperiences become fertilizer for
our next level of achievement.
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11. From squatting position Scoop and Store at the Core motion to Embrace the

Original Nature position, with cultivation of enerry and storage at the dan tian.
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Establish a True Home and Family
Form Four

This form starts by defining , through slow flowing blocking movements, the building blocks of a

good family and the relationships that need to remain strong to allow the family to grow and

prosper. It reminds us of our daily responsibilities not only to our nuclear but extended family

and communitybeyond. Wheel strikes at the end of the form represent 860 degrees of circular

movement and complete realization of a true family and community. The shout Gajung

Gyohoi, meaning Sacred flome, signifies the determination to find concrete ways to

substantiate our ideals in our famrly and the world beyond.

1. Start in Embrace the

Original Nature position.
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2, Widen your stance into a sitting stance with feet about one and one-half shoulder widths

apart. Keep feet pointing forward and slightly inwards, distributing the body weight evenly on

both legs. Maintain stability and strength with slight tension in inner thigh created by rooting

yourself with inner soles and toes. The sifting stance is a position of power and stability

symbolizing the emotional strength and maturitywe need to start a famrly.

3. From the sitting stance inhale during slow right low section block with open palm, left

hand palm up returns to left side at waist, then slow left low section block with open palm, right

hand to right side palm up at waist during exhale. Signifies Yin and Yang, Subject and Object,

Husband and Wife.

4. From the sitting stanee inhale during slow right inner forearm block with open palm

protecting the face and left hand returning to left side palm up at waist, then slow left inner
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forearm block with open palm protecting the face, right hand to right side palm up at waist

during exhale. This movement symbolizes the parent and child relationship, sons and daughters.

I

5. From the sitting stance inhale during slow right outer forearm block with open palm

protecting the face and left hand to left side at waist palm up, then during exhale slow left outer

forearm block with open palm protecting face, right hand to right side palm up at waist. This

movement symbolizes brothers and sisters.
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6. From sitting stance inhale during slow right rising block with open palm, left hand

returns to left side at waist palm up, exhale during slow left rising block with open palm, right

hand returns to side at waist palm up. This movement symbolizes the aunt and uncle position.

T. Right and Left middle punch with open palm and inhale/exhale. This movement

symbolizes the grandparents position.
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8. Facing to the right move right foot slightlyback

into left back stance and Guard and Protect position

slowly moving left hand above the head and right hand

down so that the stance gives the impression of

holding onto a huge ba1l. This is True Parents

Position for those who are willing to share the weight

and burden of the community and world problems

beyond the family level.

g. Bring both hands to the waist, palms up into

twin forearm block/Ieft knife hand inward block pulling right arm of opponent in front of left

shoulder into Open and Offer position.
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1rr. Left front snap kick stepping down into left front stance and left middle spear finger in

front of open palm symbolizing the original nature being protected. Visualize piercing the world

with your original true love and create a sense of brotherhood and sisterhood in your

relationships.

r.1. Bring left foot back to original starting point of form into sitting stance. Circle block by

starting with left arm horizontal with palm down at right shoulder and right arm horizontal at

waist palm down. Move left hand up slowly with left knife hand in front of forehead and bring

down your right hand to cover groin area and swing your arms sideways with circular blocking

motion while inhaling. Bring open palms back to body in preparation for next move.
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r:2. Remaining in sitting stance extend right hand slowly palm open to chin palm heel strike

and left hand slowly with open palm slowly to groin strike. Shouting GA after exhale and

completion of movement.

Lg. Remaining in sitting stance reverse

circle block from No. ro above by starting with

right arm horizontal with palm down at right

shoulder and left arm horizontal at waist palm

down. Move righthand up slowlywith right

knife hand in front of forehead and bring down

your Ieft hand to cover groin area and swing

your arms sideways with circular blocking

motion while inhaling. Bring open palms back

to body. Remaining in sitting stance extend left

hand slowlypalm open to chin palm heel strike

and left hand slowly with open palm slowly to

groin strike. Shout JUNG after exhale and

completion of this movement. Like a chemist

creating a natural elixir of life, the circular

blocks and strikes of this form symbolize the

mixing process within the self and family of the love elements necessary to establish a true

home.

1.4. From the sitting stance perform a slow clockwise wheel strike with left open palm to face

in front and pivot 9o degrees to right with Ieft arm remaining extended while inhaling then right

open palm slow middle puneh shouting GYO after exhale. The left arm movement while

extended and pulling back to the body during punching motion represents the pulling into the

self and gathering of all the elements necessary to ereate a loving family.
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18. While inhaling keep your right hand extended and swing r8o degrees slowly with right

open palm to face in front, again signifuing the pulling of needed elements necessary to create

true home and finally slow left middle punch with open palm. Shouting HOI after exhale.

t6. Step back to original starting point of form and perform classic Qigong movement,

Great T'ai Chi Circle or Emperor's Delight, I call The Harvester. Arms are brought up

straight with palms up to as high as you can reach while inhaling. Symbolically we are harvesting

all the love relationships available to us in the family, and remembering the strength of love that

has been present for us throughout our lives. At the top of our reach flatten out palms (facing

down) and capture the love enerry, bringing it down our entire body and then Pushing Down
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to Nourish Roots into squatting position while exhaling. These family relationships become

the foundation for us to love in the present and future.

aT. From squatting position Scoop and Store to the
Core motion to original Embrace the Original Nature.

Bring the power of all past loving family relationships to storage

symbolically at dan tian.
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Make Unity with Your Neighbor
Form 5

Making unity with your neighbor is no easy task in a very diverse world where opinions and

backgrounds differ radically. Yet we need to live and work together harmoniously in

neighborhoods, at job sites, in classrooms and political settings. This form helps us focus on

building principled unlty and energizes our efforts to "love our neighbor as ourselves". We shout

Tong IL, meaning uniff, at various points throughout the form to express our determination to

create unity based on highest principles and values at the individual, family and extended

family, community, nation and world level. The circle block and wheel strikes at the end of the

form are meant to conveythe circular motion of the internal alchemist as we gather together the

elements needed within ourselves to give us the strength to continue to expand our dream of

peaceful umty even in the face of opposition.

Start from Embrace the Original Nature position.
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2. Perform traditional Qigong movement Palms to Heaven. While inhaling liftyour

hands straight up from Step t position above your head. fu your hands begin to reach above

your head turn hands so that they are facing upward with palms pointing toward the slry and

stretch as high as you can.

3. While exhaling keep arms extended and slowlybring them down on your sides until
returning to Embrace ttre Original Nature position. I call this movement The Unifier and

it can be repeated as many times as you feel necessary to create a sense of unifying energy within
yourself.
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4. Move original position

counterclocla,rrise 45 degrees

facing slightly to the left of

center and immediately

perform slowly left inward

forearm block with open palm

while inhaling and following

exhale shout Tong. Then slow

right inward forearm block

with open palm while inhaling

and following exhale shout IL,

representing the need for

mind-body unity as a

foundation of our efforts for unitywith others.

E. Prepare with two arms blocking at chest then Inhale and left reverse side kick to front

and center on vertical line and step into left front stance and slow right middle punch with open

hand exhaling. Hold the position as if you are touching the possibility and opportunity

for unity in your life. Left hand again at waist open protecting the original nature as we

stretch for unity.
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6. Inhaling step back along the vertical line into a right back stance and left outward

knifehand strike with open palm, then step back with right foot along vertical line still inhaling,

into right back stance with Ieft low section block open palm facing up and right high backfist

strike open palm. These two movements represent our desire for unity in ttre family and

extendedfamily.

7. While exhaling right elbow strike to chest, right backfist with open palm and left and

right middle punch with open palm and slowly return to guard and protect position in right back

stance. This combination of movements represents our desire for unity at the community,
state and national level.
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8. Inhale and move forward with jumping right punch open palm and shout landing on left

foot representing our desire for world-wide unity.

g. Immediately move into a sitting stance. Circle blockby starting with left arm horizontal

with palm down at right shoulder and right arm horizontal at waist palm down. Move left hand

up slowly with left knife hand in front of forehead and bring down your right hand to cover groin

area and swing your arms sideways with circular blocking motion while inhaling. Bring open

palms back to body in preparation for the next move.
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1tr. Remaining in sitting stance extend right hand

slowly palm open to chin palm heel strike.and left

hand slowly with open palm slowly to groin strike

with exhale. Shouting Tong after exhale and

completion of movement.

11. Remaining in a sitting stance perform a slow

cloclaryise wheel strike with left open palm to face in

front and pivot 90 degrees to right with left arm

remaining extended while inhaling then right open

palm slow middle punch shouting IL after exhale. The

left arm movement while extended and pulling back to the body during punching motion

represents the pulling into the self and gathering of all the elements necessary to create unity
within our self and the world around us.

a2. While inhaling keep the right hand extended and swing r8o degrees slowly with right
open palm to face in front and finally slow left middle punch with open palm, shouting Tong
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after exhaling. Face to the front while inhaling and perform with both hands open slow twin

vertical punch to the faee shouting IL during e>rhale.

18. Capture and harvest all the unity that has been created by doing the Great T'ai Chi

Circle or ffarvester movement. Push Down to Nourish Roots, Scoop and Store at the

Core and return to Embrace the Original Nature position.
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Create Beauty and Excellence
Form 6

The movements in this form are meant to conveythe large number of opportunities available for

us to share our unique talents, gifts and love and enerry with the world around us. This form

reminds us that we want to do more in our lives than just hope, pray and have faith that the

world will change. We want to live lives of action, accomplishment and competence, making our

ideas real by tapping into the transformational love and energr we all have been given. Whether

our impact is small or large as we are passionate about our goals, beauty and excellence can

emerge in our daily activities.

1. With heels together make a fist with the left hand and cover with right hand and raise

above your head representing Heaven or highest human principles and ideals.
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2. Inhale and slowlylower two fists toge*rer to just above position of the heart representing

your unique human interpretation and attempt to substantiate ideals. While exhaling slowly

perform traditional Qigong movement Cosmic Being by pushing out both right and left arms

with palm heel strikes to face simultaneously to the right and left on a horizontal plane. Push

your energy into the world.

B. Inhale and drop arms slowlyto the side. Slightlywiden

stance and slowly perform twin upper outer forearm blocks

while exhaling, similar to classic Qigong Standing Bear

position.

4. While inhaling step forward with your right foot and form a

left cat stance and rock push while slowly exhaling with left hand

above right at about chin level. The next series of movements

represent more of the opportunities we have to create beauty and

excellence in our world.
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5. Bring your right foot back and return to a position where the feet are shoulder width

apart with the right hand at waist level palm down, Ieft hand by right shoulder palm down.

While inhaling perform countercloclaarise circle block. While exhaling step forward with left foot

and form a right cat stance simultaneously slow right palm strike to face and left to groin.

6. Bring Ieft foot back to feet

shoulder width apart and then

face your left. Step slightly

forward with the Ieft foot and

form a rightback stance, right

hand palm up at waist

symbolically protecting the

original nature and slow left

semicircle block. Bring both

hands back to right side palms up

at waist holding original nature

and enerry. Inhale and extrale

totally during this movement.

T. While inhaling perform right middle punch with open palm and left punch to face open

palm then pivot r8o degrees counterclockwise on your left foot, step into sitting stance and twin

mountain block while exhaling.
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8. While inhaling move the right foot into a left back stance and hands counterclockwise

simultaneously. The right hand moves upward and then down into right low section block open

palm in Offering position. The left hand moves downward and then up to form a left rising

block with open palm. Bring your right foot back and form a Ieft rear stance simultaneously pull

both hands back to left hip palms up to cradle the original nature.

)
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9. While exhaling perform right side kick to knee step down into right front stance with

slowleft middle punch open palm right punch to face open palm.

ltl. Pivoting r8o degrees clockr,vise on your left foot,

step into a left back stance with the left hand at left hip

palm up protecting original nature and enerry and slow

right semieircle block, inhaling and exhaling during this

movement. r8o degree change in direction signifies that

sometimes when seeking to create beauty and

excellence we may need to totally shift directions.

(Repeat No. 6 except in opposite direction)
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11. While inhaling perform left middle punch open

palm and rightpunch to face open palm. Pivot r8o

degrees clockwise on your right foot and step into

sitting stance and twin mountain block while exhaling.

(Repeat Number 7 above except in opposite direction)
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L2. While inhaling move left foot into a right back and hands clockwise simultaneously. Left

hand moves upward and then down into Ieft low section block open palm in Offering position.

The right hand moves downward and then up to form a right rising block with open palm. Bring

your left foot back and form a right rear stanee, simultaneously pulling hands back to right hip,

palms up to cradle the original nature. (Repeat Number 8 above except in opposite direction)

13. While exhaling left side kick to knee step down into left front stance with right middle

punch open palm and left punch to the face open palm. (Repeat Number 9 above except in

opposite direction).

L4. Pivot 9o degrees counter clockwise on your right foot facing front , stepping into a left

front stance and low cross palm block (right over left). Return hands palms up to chest area

then high cross palm block (right over left). Rotate palms at wrist and pull both hands back to

right hip with palms up to cradle original nature. Middle double punch right/left with open

palms. Inhale and exhale during this combination of movements.
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18. Move left foot back to form a right back

stance left low section block palm open in

Offering position with high right inner edge

blockpalm upward. Inhale and exhale during

this movement.

r:6. Immediately move back into sitting

stance facing the front. Perform circle block by

starting with left arm horizontal with palm

down at right shoulder and right arm horizontal

at waist palm down. Move left hand up slowly

with left knife hand in front of forehead and

bring down your right hand to cover groin area

and swing your arms sideways with circular

blocking motion while inhaling. Bring open

palms back to body in preparation for next

move.
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I LT. Remaining in sitting stance extend right hand slowly

palm open to chin palm heel strike and left hand slowly with

open palm slowly to groin strike with exhale. Shout Chun

after exhale and completion of movement.

18. Remaining in sitting stance perform slow

cloclanrise wheel strike with Ieft open palm to face in front

and pivoting 90 degrees to right with left arm remaining

extended while inhaling then right open palm slow middle

punch shouting Joo after exhale. The left arm movement

while extended and pulling back to the body during right

punching motion represents the pulling into the self the

personal power and energ, needed to take dominion over

ourselves , and live according to our highest ideals.
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19. While inhaling keep the right hand extended and swing it r8o degrees slowly with right

open palm to face in front and finally slow left face middle punch with open palm. The right arm

movement while extended and pulling back to the body during left punching motion represents

the pulling into oneself the people, organizations and resources needed to make a creative

loving impact on the world. Shouting Joo after exhaling.

z'o. Facing to the front with both hands inhale and

open slow twin vertical punch to the face shouting

Gwan during exhale. This movement represents

simultaneously the creative internal accomplishment of

developing our original human nature and uniqueness,

and the creative external accomplishment of building a

world of love.

zL. To complete form perform Great T'ai Chi

Circle, the Harvester and capture all the enerry,

beauty and excellence created from this form and Push

down to Nourish Roots, Scoop and store at the

Core. Return to Embrace the Original Nature

position.
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Overcome all Obstacles and Gain
Substantial Victory

Form 7
Victory or enlightenment is not necessarily something that comes at the end of a process but

may occur any day at any moment if we are open to it. AII the forms to this point have focused

on different dimensions of our life and asked us to focus our enerry on accomplishing certain

types of victories at manylevels, The personal, family, work relationships, community and

beyond. We want to again emphasize in this form that we are hoping to go beyond just

visualizing our success and in fact make it a reality in the wor1d. Like Gandhi and others have

said let's be the change we want to see in the world. Let's build a victorious and fruitful practice

in the Way of Harmony.

1. Hands at heart, with left hand in fist and right

hand covering. This is the position of Substance,

Accomplishment and Victory.
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2. Raise hands and perform Palms to Heaven movement and then returning to position

of Substance, Accomplishment andVictory. Inhale with hands rising above the head and

exhale as the arms extend to sides and return. This movement syrnbolizes that even though we

have accomplished a certain level of victory in our lives that we need to continue to reach to

Heaven and the highest human ideals for inspiration and guidance on a dailybasis.

B. From hands at heart position lower hands to below waist with inhale and then perform

Great T'ai Chi Circle, Harvester movement with exhale at upper most reach, and Push

Down to Nourish Roots and then back to position of Substance, Accomplishment and

Victory. This slmrbolizes that even from a position of victorywe still need to reach out to others

and serve the world around us.
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4, Step back into Guard and Protect position.

Inhale and exhale. Shout Chun Seung to celebrate and

appreciate anyvictories we are able to accomplish no

matter how small.

S. Perform escape attack move bylowering your

position (ducking the head) with inhale and then move

forward and right turning kick and open backfist and end

facing 9o degrees counterclockwise to front (left)returning

to Embrace the Original Nature position and deep

exhale. This movement symbolizes that even though we are

attacked or get critieized and completely turned around in

the pursuit of our goals we still end up going back to our

original nature and ideals to start again, even if in a totally

different position.

6. Inhale and perform reverse left

side kick to knee moving forward

towards original front into left front

stance and slow right middle punch

open palm and deep exhale. Ttrink of

penetrating all barriers and extending

to touch substantial victory.
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7. Step back with left foot and immediately move into sitting stance. Perform a circle block

by starting with left arm horizontal with palm down at right shoulder and right arm horizontal at

waist palm down. Move left hand up slowly with left knife hand in front of forehead and bring

down your right hand to cover groin area and swing your arms sideways with circular blocking

motion while inhaling. Bring open palms back to body in preparation for next move.

8. Remain in sitting stance extending right hand slowly palm open to chin palm heel strike,

and left hand slowly with

open palm slowly to groin strike

with exhale and shout Chun.

g. Facing to the front inhale

and with low twin vertical punch to

the face shout Seung during exhale.

Repeat Steps 1, 2 and B above

emphasizing the need to reaeh up

for inspiration and insight and out

to the world in service in order to

harvest victory.
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1tl. To complete form again perform Great T'ai Chi Circle, the Harvester and capture

all the victory created from this form and Push down to Nourish Roots, Scoop and store

at the Core.

11. Think total victory and return to Embrace the Original
Nature position ,harvesting and storing all victories,

accomplishments and efforts. Now at the end of the progression of

forms thinkhowfull, deep,lgving and mature our original nature

and character has become as we have experienced the life and

emotions represented symbolically in all of the previous forms.

a2. Cool down and enerry storage practice described in
Chapter r.
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